
	
 Three weeks ago I wrote about technology and how we now live in the “land in-between” as we slowly 
evolve into greater use of mobile technology and digital content.  This week, I wanted to specifically cite how 
some of this mobile technology is being used in our middle school where students have been using iPad minis 
for two years.  I will share some things I’ve observed in classes at the middle school.
	
 In an art class, students entered the classroom and were immediately directed to a short online quiz using 
a website called Edmodo.  The quiz was just 7 questions to assess what the students had retained from the 
previous day.  Students immediately got feedback on what they knew and didn’t know, and the teacher was able 
to review their results at a later time.  This task took less than four minutes.  
	
 To do this kind of “quick check” without mobile technology, students would have to pull out paper or be 
provided it.  The questions would need to be read to them or photocopied.  Their papers would be collected and 
the teacher would need to correct them and return them the next day.  No immediate feedback would be 
provided.  In the “old way” of doing things, this would take two to three times the amount of time than with the 
mobile technology.
	
 In this same art class, students were introduced to a new project.  As they began the design process, they 
intuitively turned to their mobile devices and used the internet to begin to look for designs to inspire them.  In 
the past, many resource books would need to be provided for this and there were be limitations to the number of 
books available and of course, the books would have limited examples.  Using their mobile devices, the 
possibilities are limitless.
	
 In a music class, students were asked to find some information about the music they are performing.  
Again, this is a very brief exercise but one that gets students into the proper frame of mind for the task at hand 
and a task that would not be possible without their mobile devices.
	
 In a class for students with reading challenges, the teacher was introducing a new book.  The book deals 
with many issues that middle school children confront.  To get the students to discuss the issues and thus 
prepare for their reading, a program called Kahoot was used.  Students go to a website and with their mobile 
devices, answer questions that indicate their opinion on some of the issues.  Results are immediately shown on 
the screen in front, showing how many students favored each opinion.  This led to discussion with 
representation on both sides of the issue.  Without this technology, a teacher would ask a question and wait for 
someone to volunteer to answer.  Given the social hierarchy of students this age, the “alpha dog” would likely 
answer the question first.  This would either stifle further discussion or lead to most students embracing the 
opinion of the “alpha dog.”   With the mobile technology and Kahoot, all students have to commit to an opinion 
and discussion is enhanced.
	
 At our recent April school board meeting, four middle school students recently presented to the board of 
education.  They explained a number of ways they are using mobile technology in their classes.
	
 To demonstrate knowledge and research, the traditional method is a paper.  While writing papers still 
remains important, demonstrating knowledge through creating videos allows students to express creativity and 
develop communication skills using the visual medium which has become prolific in our society.  The students 
also discussed two other visual techniques they are using:  RSA Whiteboard animation (drawing on a 
whiteboard is played quickly to create a story - very popular on You Tube) and Notecard Confessionals (A story 
is told as someone holds up a series of cards with certain words and phrases on it.)  These two techniques along 
with the ability to create short movies have expanded students’ methods for presenting what they know.
	
 The students noted that by “blogging” they have an audience for their writing and are able to gain 
response and varied opinions on the topics they address.  Blogging gives students an audience that can be world 
wide or limited to their own class.  
	
 The students noted that they have experienced increase communication with their teachers by way of 
email and a number of websites such as Edmodo and Google docs which allow them to exchange documents 
and ask questions.
	
 Finally, the mobile technology allows for variation in the way classes are conducted.  The “flipped 
classroom” is a technique whereby the students learn information at home on the mobile device and do 
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“homework” to apply the information during class when the teacher can supervise what they are doing.  This 
supports the idea that “Practice does not make perfect.  Only perfect practice makes perfect.”
	
 These are just some of the ways mobile technology is being used at our middle school.  These devices 
are tools that I observed being used rather seamlessly as part of the learning process.  As a matter of fact, many 
of the students do not even realize how much they are used because if they are used as the proper tool at the 
proper time, it is not an “event” like going to the computer lab used to be.  It has just become part of every day 
learning.
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